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Message from the chairman:  Another 

excellent resident class 

-Scott T. Reeves, MD, MBA 

What a crazy recruitment year. With the COVID pandemic in full 
swing throughout our typical resident interview season (October-
January), nationally the ACGME decided to go to a one hundred 
percent virtual process. Virtual interviews occurred for all specialties 
including anesthesiology. Elizabeth and Laura worked hard to modify 
our interview process to be able to be completely done via Zoom. We 
held resident meet and greets, large Zoom rooms with GJ, to give an 
overview of our program and individual interview rooms with 4 
faculty and one of our chief residents. We interviewed over 150 
potential applicants. To Further highlight our program and 
Charleston, each 
applicant received a 
follow up care 
package after the 
event. 

As GJ noted in his 
email, “our 
incoming class is 
extremely 
accomplished in 
areas of research, 
clinical 
performance, 
volunteerism, and 
has the highest step 
II average of any 
class in our 
program’s history 
(250).”  

They will be 
arriving in late June 
and will be starting 
as Interns on July 1. 
I know we are all 
looking forward to 
getting to know 
them better. 
Congratulations to 
us all for recruiting 
another excellent 
resident class. 
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Research Corner 

New Administrative Staff 

Kenneth Catchpole, PhD 

Dr. Scott Reeves 

Mila Brooks is excited for her new role as the Spinfusion Administra-
tive Coordinator of the department. Prior to joining MUSC, Mila was 
the scheduling coordinator and admissions & data support coordinator 
at Trident Technical College for almost 11 years.  

Mila is originally from the Philippines. She graduated from the Divine 
Word University with a BS in Commerce major in Banking & Finance. 
She used to work for the government-owned Leyte Normal University 
for 11 years where she also obtained her graduate degree in manage-
ment. During her LNU years she served as the secretary to the Dean of 
Arts & Sciences and academic programs specialist/scheduler of the uni-
versity for both undergraduate and graduate levels. In 2010, her family 
decided to come to the US and have lived in Berkeley County since. 
She loves the southern culture and the friendly people. It reminds her of 
where she came from and makes her feel at home.  
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Meet the new chief Residents 

Dr. Jim Papadea - I was born in Columbia, SC and attended The Universi-
ty of South Carolina for my undergraduate degree, and later earned my JD 
(2013) prior to beginning medical school. I moved to Charleston with my 
wonderful wife who practices OB/GYN in West Ashley, and we're accom-
panied by our 2 1/2 year old son (Ash), our dog (Ella), and a new addition 
scheduled to arrive in August (baby girl, "Mada"). In my free time I enjoy 
spending time with my son outdoors, travelling when possible, and any 
water/beach related activities. 

 

 

Dr. Blake Winkles - I was born and raised in Spartanburg, SC where 
my first exposure to the field of medicine was through the stories of my 
father, a now retired CRNA, and mother, a PT, having nightly discus-
sions of their day at the hospital. After high school, I attended Clemson 
University where I graduated with a degree in Microbiology, with aspi-
rations to attend medical school. I was fortunate enough to have found 
my way to MUSC where my curiosity was peaked by the field of Anes-
thesia. The rest is history. I recently got married in January to an amaz-
ing woman, Kasey, who is a nurse at ART on 4 East. Between balanc-
ing our work schedules, we find tons of joy being outside, traveling, 
and being around our co-residents and their significant others. I am 
honored to have been chosen for one of these positions and look for-
ward to working more closely with everyone as we navigate past a tur-
bulent year into, hopefully, a little more semblance of normalcy! 

 

Dr. Matthew Graves - Matt Graves hails from the tiny town of 
Old Lyme, CT. He transplanted to Charleston in 2007 to attend 
The College of Charleston where he graduated with a degree in 
Psychology. While in college, Matt met the love of his life, Renee. 
They married in 2011. Matt worked in EMS for 3 years following 
college. He knew he wanted to become a physician, and he knew 
he wanted to study in Europe. These two dreams led Matt to Jagi-
ellonian University Medical College in Krakow, Poland, where he 
graduated with honors in 2018. Matt is a 3rd generation physician 
in his family and will be the first anesthesiologist. He and Renee 
have a passion for traveling and were able to travel to more than 
30 countries during his time studying medicine abroad. Following 
residency, Matt will be staying at MUSC to complete a Cardiotho-
racic Anesthesia fellowship. Matt’s wife Renee was born and 
raised in Charleston (like actually born in Charleston—at MUSC!) 

and works remotely as a director for a technology company based out of Texas. In their free time, Matt 
and his wife enjoy traveling; spending time with friends; rescuing old dogs; community outreach; politi-
cal activism; and playing with their dogs Edmund, Tuna TarTare, Bacot, and Buckwheat. 
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True Frontline Heros by Stephanie Whitener 

Working in the COVID intensive care unit is a gruel-
ing experience.  Every morning starts with the ritual 
of putting on the personal protective equipment just 
outside the ICU.  The kinds of PPE available are 
constantly changing based on supply issues, and 
what was comfortable yesterday, is not available to-
day.  Your cell phone is placed in a plastic bag, so it 
doesn’t become contaminated when you use it to stay 
connected to the outside world.  One last check in the 
mirror to make sure you have donned correctly and 
then you enter the makeshift zipper door.  The first 
thing you notice when inside the unit is the loudness 
from the air filter/negative pressure system, and then 
you see the patients all lined up along the walls.  Al-
most all of them intubated, some of them proned, and 
all of them without the ability to have family see 

them.  Rounds can last 4-5 hours depending on the number of patients, all of whom are the highest acuity in the 
hospital.  Before vaccination, that’s 4-5 hours attempting to not fidget with your N95 that has now cut into your 
nose leaving it raw from working multiple shifts in the unit.  It’s also the constant worry that the seal is incorrect 
and maybe you’re going to bring COVID home to your own family.  Patient care is exhausting, treatment is only 
supportive, and consists of making small adjustments to attempt to keep the patient heading in the right direction.  
No one gets better fast, and progress is seen over weeks, not days.  Occasionally, there are big wins, someone is 
extubated, or someone is graduating to the floor, but more often than not there are big losses.  Death in the unit can 
be quick and slow at the same time.  The heartbreak of making a patient call their family before intubation because 
you know it’s the last time they may ever speak to them, or holding the phone up to a dying patient’s ear so their 
family can say goodbye is difficult to endure.   

When the unit opened in July, it was staffed with residents and advanced practice providers.  There was a sense of 
duty and unity aided by the communities cheerleading, the encouraging letters, and the lunches provided.  Howev-
er, it became clear that for the hospital to maintain business as usual, the MSICU advance practice providers would 
have to pivot from their shifts in the MSICU and begin staffing the COVID unit almost exclusively.  They became 
the main workforce in the COVID unit and were also tasked with training an entire new group of APPs hired in the 
summer and fall.  They have endured the COVID unit for the longest, opening a second time with much less fan-
fare, and through it all have remained steadfast in their dedication to the patients and MUSC.  As attending physi-
cians constantly rotated in and out, they kept the COVID unit efficient and up to date on the constantly changing 
protocols.  They remembered every patient’s story, and endured every heartbreak.  They did all of this with little  
publicity or recognition by the hospital.  They are the true frontline heroes of this pandemic.  I consider myself ex-
tremely lucky to work with such a talented and compassionate group of people.  To the MSICU APPs, Elizabeth 
Poindexter, Alyssa Decker, Amanda Blum, Moira Chance, Liz Dickinson, and Anna Miller; we owe you a debt of 
gratitude for all of your hard work and dedication to the critically ill patients at MUSC. 
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Patient Safety award for the month – Hayne Clifton, crna 
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2021 Annual Mandatories 
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New Epic Alert 

The MUSC Health Privacy team would like to remind all faculty, staff, and students that 
everyone at MUSC is responsible for protecting the privacy of patient protected health in-
formation (PHI) at all times. Access to the health record for any reason other than treat-
ment, payment or healthcare operations directly related to your job duties is prohibited 
and can lead to disciplinary action up to and including termination.  

  
On March 23, the Patient Lookup Screen in EPIC began to default to the Custom Search 
Tab. This tab has a text alert to remind users of appropriate chart access in accordance 
with HIPAA. As a reminder, if you are on the Patient Lookup Screen or the Custom Search 
tab, you are in the medical record. Using EPIC to look up a co-worker’s birthday, tele-
phone number, or any other demographic information out of curiosity or concern is pro-
hibited.  
  
If you are unsure whether the actions you are performing fall under treatment, payment, 
or healthcare operations, please contact your Compliance Department at 843-792-
4037. They are here to support you!  
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DeA Scam Calls 
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ASA Education in Regional Anesthesia SIG Newsletter 
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Grand Rounds returning to in person on April 20, 

2021!!! - Note from Dr. Reeves 

Dear Department, 

 A lot has happened in the past several weeks. Nationally and regionally, COVID numbers continue to 
decrease. The vaccine roll out is approaching 3 million doses a day. Our department is substantially vac-
cinated with both Pfizer injections. Our governor has moved to have all state employees back to work full 
time. MUSC plans to be in that position in April. 

After talking with our chief residents and many of you, the impression I am getting is that it is time to 
return to in person education. We will start by having all our smaller didactics events in person, Laura 
has obtained larger classrooms so we can maintain appropriate social distancing . We will continue to 
wear masks as well. 

Grand rounds will also return to in person learning. For the residents, attendance will return to our in per-
son mandatory process and rule set. I highly encourage our faculty and CRNAs to attend in person as 
well, but the Microsoft teams process will continue for the immediate future. Below is the schedule of 
events through June showing which events will have an in-person expectation (residents) or a streaming 
secondary option (Faculty/ CRNA). 

I am really excited about coming back together in a safe social distancing way. I really miss seeing every-
one. 

Frequent reminders will be sent as we gradually return together. 

Sincerely, 

Scott T. Reeves, MD, MBA, FACC, FASE 
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Grand rounds– April 2021  

“Covid ” 
April 6, 2021 
Mark Caridi-Scheible, MD,  Assistant Profes-
sor 

Dept. of Anesthesiology 
Emory University  
 

“Subspecialty Meeting” 
April 13, 2021 
Dept. of Anesthesia & Perioperative Medicine 
Medical University of South Carolina 

“Covid Updates” 
April 20, 2021 
Maxie Phillips, DO 

Cameron Shull, MD 

Critical Care Medicine Fellow 

Dept. of Anesthesia & Perioperative Medicine 
Medical University of South Carolina 

“Point of Care US During Cardiac Arrest” 
April 27, 2021 

Jonathan Paul, DO , Assistant Professor 

Dept. of Anesthesia  
Columbia University Irving Medical Center 



“Lecture Topic TBA ”  
April 23, 2019 

Joseph Abro, MD, Assistant Professor 
Dept. of Anesthesia & Perioperative Medicine 

Medical University of South Carolina 
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DEPARTMENT OF ANESTHESIA AND 

PERIOPERATIVE MEDICINE 

Email: hiottg@musc.edu 
Phone: 843-792-7503 

Fax: 843-792-9314 

C HECK  OUT  OUR  W E BSIT E  
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Holiday Party 
Friday, December 10, 2021 

Carolina Yacht Club 

ONE MUSC Strategic Plan 

I HUNG THE MOON 

Please don’t forget to nominate your co-workers for 

going ‘Beyond the Call of Duty.’ I Hung The Moon 

slips are available at the 3rd floor front desk and may 

be turned in to Tammie Matusik.  
 

 

Follow us on Facebook, Instagram, and 
Twitter:  

https://www.facebook.com/MUSCAnesthesia/  

https://www.instagram.com/musc.anesthesiology/  
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Future Events/Lectures 

Intern Lecture Series 

4/1/21     OB 

4/15/21    Psych & Substance Abuse  

4/29/21   Infectious Diseases  

CA 1 Lecture Series 

No Lectures 

CA 2/3 Lecture Series 

Per Rotations 

Grand Rounds 

See Page 11 
 

We Would Love to Hear From You! 

If you have ideas or would like to contribute 
 to Sleepy Times, the deadline for the May edition will be  

April 23, 2021.   

https://education.musc.edu/colleges/medicine/departments/anesthesia/clinical-divisions/chronic-pain-clinic
https://web.musc.edu/about/2025-strategy
https://twitter.com/MUSC_Anesthesia
https://www.facebook.com/MUSCAnesthesia/
https://www.instagram.com/musc.anesthesiology/

